Click on map name to view maps (and to answer these questions):

1. **Environmental Justice Map**  
   Q An Environmental Justice area has a higher than average minority or _____ _____ population.  
   A __ __ ______

2. **Truck Volumes Map**  
   Q True or False: I-75 and the Ohio Turnpike (I-80/90) are two of our major truck routes.  
   A True False

3. **Northwest Ohio Intermodal Projects**  
   Q True or False? Right now, there are four (4) major projects underway to improve how we move freight  
   A True False

4. **Railroad Grade Separation Projects**  
   Q Name one railroad grade separation (underpass or overpass) that is proposed.  
   A __________________________________________

5. **Bicycle Facilities**  
   Q What percent of people in our region live within 1/2 mile of a bike path or bike lane?  
   A __ __ percent (%)

6. **Transit Systems**  
   Q There are three public transit systems in our region. Which one is the biggest?  
   A ______

7. **Passenger Rail**  
   Q What’s the name of the proposed high speed rail system that will connect Toledo to Columbus and Detroit?  
   A __ __ __

8. **Bridge Condition**  
   Q How many bridges are in “POOR” condition?  
   A __

9. **Pavement Condition**  
   Q True or false? The pavement on most of our major roads is in good condition.  
   A True False

10. **ODOT Safety Locations**  
    Q True or False? US 20 in Toledo (Reynolds Road) is a “Safety Hot Spot.”  
    A True False

11. **2009 Crashes**  
    Q What intersection had 57 accidents in 2009?  
    A ______ at ______

12. **2035 Plan Projects** (Projects List)  
    Q On the Plan Projects map, there are projects to improve I-475. What’s one of these project numbers?  
    A ______

13. Other 2035 Plan maps: **Priority Locations for Roadway Reconstruction:** Reserve Projects

14. Congestion maps: **2005 Congestion:** 2035 “No Build” (congestion if no 2035 Plan projects are built); **2035 “Build”** (congestion if all 2035 projects are built)

See quiz answers, next page
**Answer Key**

**Environmental Justice Map**
Q- An Environmental Justice area has a higher than average minority or ______ ______ population.
A- low income

**Truck Volumes Map**
Q- True or False: I-75 and the Ohio Turnpike (I-80/90) are two of our major truck routes.
A- True

**Northwest Ohio Intermodal Projects**
Q- True or False? Right now, there are four (4) major projects underway to improve how we move freight
A- True

**Railroad Grade Separation Projects**
Q- Name one railroad grade separation (underpass or overpass) that is proposed.

**Bicycle Facilities**
Q- What percent of people in our region live within 1/2 mile of a bike path or bike lane?
A- 17 %

**Transit Systems**
Q- There are three public transit systems in our region. Which one is the biggest?
A- TARTA

**Passenger Rail**
Q- What’s the name of the proposed high speed rail system that will connect Toledo to Columbus and Detroit?
A- Ohio Hub

**Bridge Condition**
Q- How many bridges are in “POOR” condition?
A- 215

**Pavement Condition**
Q- True or false? The pavement on most of our major roads is in good condition.
A- True

**ODOT Safety Locations**
Q- True or False? US 20 in Toledo (Reynolds Road) is a “Safety Hot Spot.”
A- True

**2009 Crashes**
Q- What intersection had 57 accidents in 2009?
A- Dorr @ Byrne

**2035 Plan Projects**
Q- On the Plan Projects map, there are some projects to improve I-475. What’s one of these project numbers?
A- C-3 Salisbury/Dussell interchange, C-19 the I-475 western corridor, C-10 the I-75/475 “Jeep split”